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The pursuit of truth requires courage,
Or it is the pursuit of something less.
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This work is dedicated to the memory
of a courageous, great, and caring
champion, Christopher Hitchens.

“With time, some followers
of polytheistic gods became so fond
of their particular patron that they drifted
away from the basic polytheistic insight
[of competing gods and so, competing
sets of intentions (one set for each god)
operating upon nature]. They began to
believe that their god was the only god
and that He was indeed the supreme
power of the universe. Yet, at the same
time, they continued to view Him as
[still] possessing [the same] interests
and biases [as any individual god
among the many gods existing then
was universally believed to possess],
and [therefore] believed that they could
[thereby continue to] strike deals with
Him [as they always had in the past].
Thus were born [any and all the]
monotheistic religions [to ever exist in
the world], whose followers beseech the
supreme power of the universe to help
them recover from illness, win the
lottery, and gain victory in war.”
–Yuval Noah Harari, in his masterpiece,
Sapiens, A Brief History of Humankind

FOREWORD
A religious nation is a world over run with
the symbols of ever‐present, insurmountable,
inescapable, and absolutely unyielding authority,
everywhere, in every corner, of every life, and from
which there is never escape or reprieve, or ever the
hope of any, not even within the refuge of one’s
own mind, where these symbols still haunt from
childhood. It is a world where all liberty that serves
not wealth or power is forbidden. Only the
stagnation of backwardness prevails. In this way,
thinking freely eventually becomes lost and long
forgotten, and corruption then, established
institution instead, blessed and sanctioned by both
state and sacred, religious family tradition alike,
despite all the great sacrifice that must be endured
by the family of man; as the price that is always paid
by so very many, for the sake of providing comfort,
to an over‐privileged, ruling few. All religious states
are, universally, monotheist, always. All religious
states universally fail, always. The new religious
state is universally always certain that it is the
destined glory, resurrecting imagined greatness
now lost, again; thereby establishing the absolute
certainty that it absolutely and certainly fall; once
done, failure is, in every case, unstoppable.
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Every religious nation is
always a police state, because
a monopolized police coercing, is
absolutely essential, for keeping the
inferior, ruling over the superior.
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